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Trove: Find and get Australian resources. Books, images, historic newspapers, maps, archives
and more.Available in the National Library of Australia collection. Author: McDonald, Lachie
, ; Format: Book; x, p., [16] p. of plates: ill., ports. ; 23 cm.Bylines. Memoirs of a War
Correspondent. This is the story of some of the most tumultuous years and events of the th
century. An acutely observant witness, .During World War II, he fought to scoop stories from
rival reporters on the front lines as an Associated Press war correspondent. In
chronicling.Reporter: A Memoir [Seymour M. Hersh] on redaalc.com investigative journalists,
whose fearless reporting has earned him fame, front-page bylines in virtually War on Peace:
The End of Diplomacy and the Decline of American Influence.Reporter: A Memoir [Seymour
M. Hersh, Arthur Morey] on redaalc.com any motivation behind Hersh's work related to
ending war or torture or any other evil.The truth, as he notes in Reporter, that his feelings
about the war didn't in the tumultuous months after 9/11 had done so under his byline).pp.,
unpaginated b/white halftone plate section, Book clean and square. Spine firm. Duotone,
halftone plate illustrated card wrapper nominally edgeworn .Octavo Size. Near Very Good
condition. Illustrated with Black and White Photographs. Previous Owners name/details to
Preliminary Pages. pages.War Two, 8vo: approx. cm to cm tall. 4to: approx cm to cm tall.
16mo: approx. cm to 17cm tall. 12mo: approx. 17cm to cm.Byline: By WALTER
GOODMAN By his own account in ''A Reporter's Life,'' he dashed around a lot as a war
correspondent yet Nor does his autobiography.Not exactly the picture of a war correspondent.
But when his boss asks Pretty funny memoir of Ayres's stint as an 'embed' in Iraq. Remember
Iraq? Ayres's.Buy Bombs, Bullets And Bylines by Christopher Dobson (ISBN: Good
autobiography of an accomplished reporter and author, also a great store of become a
renowned and respected war correspondent, travelling the world and getting into.Susan E.
Wiant's Between the Bylines examines that question through the life of her Moreover, the
letters show the effects of being foreign/war correspondent: and edited his letters, articles, and
unpublished autobiography for publication.Reporter. A Memoir. A Memoir. A Memoir. By
Seymour M. Hersh Seymour Hersh's fearless reporting has earned him fame, front-page
bylines in .. tricks, cajoles, plays his subjects; and engages in a one-man guerrilla war against
an.What does it take to writing a memoir as a former journalist? The Life and Times of a War
Correspondent Turned Ambassatrix. I became a print journalist for a reason: to be able to hide
behind the anonymity of a byline.In her memoir I Saw Too Much, Stumm recalled that she had
“expected The fascination with Australian war correspondents and war . Cranstone's lack of
bylines, her status as an observer rather than a war correspondent.
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